STAGE
Development

CONCEPT
Importance of team
work.
Creating and using
space in possession.

CONTENT / ACTIVITY

TEACHING POINTS

2. 2 v 2.
Players in possession try to get as many passes as possible
within a given time without the ball being intercepted.
Possible variation:
Players in possession have 5 "lives". They lose one life for
each interception. They gain a life for five successive passes.

DECISIONS FOR TEAM IN POSSESSION
Player with the ball.
How do you get as many passes as possible?
By getting into a space and/or by getting close to your team mate.
How can you evade opposition?
By moving quickly, by changing direction, by use of deception,
by using all available space.
When should you pass?
Ball should be passed only when team mate is likely to receive it.
How will you pass?
Use different types of pass appropriate to situation.
Player without the ball.
How do you help to keep possession?
Get into a space. Signal for a pass.
Support the player with the ball.

Retaining possession
under increased
pressure of time and
opposition.
Appreciation of the
importance of
communication.
Ability to "read" the
game when team is
in possession and in
opposition.

Maximising
possession.

DECISIONS FOR TEAM WITHOUT THE BALL
How do you prevent passing in order to regain possession?
Deny space. Win the ball.

3. 3 v 1 Tag Game
Three students (with a ball) aim to touch a fourth player
with the ball in order to get as many points as possible in
one minute. When a player receives the ball he/she cannot
run or throw the ball at the fourth player. The fourth player
tries to avoid the ball by running, dodging, feinting,
changing speed and direction.

4.

Return to Activity 1.
4 v 4 with agreed rules.

DECISIONS FOR TEAM IN POSSESSION
What is the best way to get the opposition out?
By executing accurate passes.
By communicating using teamwork.
By positioning - denying space.
Player with the ball.
To whom do you pass the ball?
Pass to player nearest the fourth player.
What type of pass is appropriate? Fast, accurate passes.
Players without the ball.
How do you help to touch the fourth player?
Positioning near the player.
Communicating with other team-mates. Face the ball.

DECISIONS FOR PLAYER WITHOUT THE BALL
(THE FOURTH PLAYER)
How do you avoid being touched?
By creating and using space. By using deception.
By varying speed, change of direction.

Games L. 1

Concluding
activity

Unit 4: continued

Unit 4: continued
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